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ABSTRACT

The study of traditional phonetics indicates the shape of lips takes
important effect on the articulations of consonants and vowels. [1].
AVSP (Audio-Visual Speech Processing) can improve the
naturalness of synthetical speech and recognition rate of the
speech recognition system. Especially in computer-synthesized
face, the movements of lip-shape play a crucial role. The present
research aims to theorize a system of lip-shape variety comparison
of the phoneme system of Standard Chinese. A new terminology-
“viseme system” is given to this system. A small-scale visual
speech database was created firstly and the viseme system in
Standard Chinese is concluded based on the database and through
a series of statistics methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speech technology scientists and phonetists gradually accept the
theory of speech multi-modality perception. Speech is not only
audible but also visible. The term visual speech refers to the
visible articulations a speaker makes when producing speech. [2].
People perceive speech using both auditory and visual modalities,
but cannot distinguish what information originates from ears and
what information originates from eyes. Which modality takes
more effect depends on the condition of speech. For example, the
information gotten by eyes plays more important role both for
normal hearing people in noisy environments and for hearing-
impaired persons. Generally, the information gotten by two ways
are complementary each other in speech perception.
       AVSP is attracting increasing interest from information
scientists and engineers. Speech recognition system linking two
modalities of audio and visual can improve the performance of
speech recognition, especially when the audio signal is degraded.
The information transfer capability of synthetic speech can also be
enhanced by added appropriate visual cues. [3]. Synthetic face is
widely applied in many fields, such as human-computer
interaction and telecommunication that can improve speech
perception of hearing-impaired persons. To meet the needs of
applications, the research on lip-shape should be characterized and
quantified. If the lip-shape movements are used to provide visual

cues of speech, it is important to study visual speech
comprehensively and thoroughly.
        In the study of visual speech, it is necessary to put forward
the term viseme that is an essential research unit and shoulder the
visual features of speech. The term viseme refers to a group of
phonemes that are visually closer to each other than to other
phonemes. This is not to say that members of the same viseme
class are visually indistinguishable in all contexts. [4].

2. METHOD
The methods used in our present study is recording a small-

scale visual speech database, and concluding the viseme system in
Standard Chinese through statistical analysis.

2.1 The recording of the visual speech database

2.1.1 General design consideration
Before recording the visual speech database, we have to consider
about the speaker, speech material and some techniques to capture
data conveniently. Using only one speaker can simplify the
recording and analyzing of data. Considering the feasibility, we
chose a speaker whose lip-shape movements are applicable to lip-
reading perfectly. The speech corpus we used is 195
monosyllables that can represent the all monosyllables of Standard
Chinese. We haven’t taken co-articulation of visemes in context
into account presently. To facilitate the capturing and measuring
of data, we adopted the method of painting the speaker’s face with
point markers and area markers that can make the measurements
with greater detail and accuracy. Some measurements are even
impossible to accomplish without artificially provided reference
points, for example the position of the jaw. Taking into
consideration how the measurements in two dimensions embody
the movements of visual speech in three dimensions, we captured
both the front view and the side view of the speaker at the same
time.  We fixed a mirror close to the cheek of the speaker, and the
corner between the mirror and the cheek is 45 degrees, so the
picture captured in this way included the front and side view.
   
2.1.2 Measured features
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It is important to choose appropriate features to represent visual
speech. Traditional phonetics research indicates that lip and jaw
are the most important among articulators that can be seen from
the outside. The shape of other parts of the vocal tract might also
be estimated from measurements of the facial movements. Vocal
tract motion and facial displacement have some correlations.
Consequently, the visual features to be measured all correlate to
the lip area. And they are: the height of inner lip, the width of
inner lip, the height of outer lip, the width of outer lip, the visible
upper teeth, the visible lower teeth, the position of upper lip, the
position of jaw, the degree of upper lip protrusion, the degree of
lip corner protrusion, the degree of lower lip protrusion, and so on.
The above features extracted are recorded in database as fields. In
parametrically controlled visual speech synthesis, these features
are helpful to determine the numerical value of the parameters.

Figure 1. All measured features

2.1.2 Data capturing and measuring
We recorded the image data of the speaker using ordinary video
camera.  The sampling rate is 25 frames per second. Then, the data
were transferred into computer through image card, and at the
same time, the sound signal was captured as waveform files. As
for the data measuring, we wrote the platform specially.  The
target frames of phonemes were chosen according to the spectrum
of them into measuring platform that can measure the distances
between two points and area within a curve. Finally, we can get a
group of numeric values corresponding to a target frame. Thus, the
visual speech database is created with 495 phonemes as records
and 11 visual features as fields.
   

2.2   Statistics analysis
At first, we analyzed data using description statistics methods.
We can know from the results that the data of most of features
are normal distribution roughly. The correlation analysis of
features indicates that most of the visual features are highly
correlated.

      Then, the statistics methods of factor analysis and classify are
applied based on the results of description statistics. The viseme
system in Standard Chinese is concluded by means of statistics
analysis finally.

2.2.2 Factor analysis
Factor analysis extracted three principal factors for us. The
eigenvalue sum of the three factors accounts for 77.6% of the

whole sum.
Figure 2. Factor Scree Plot

        Now, we begin to explore how to name the factors extracted.

Component

1 2 3
Height of inner lip .897 .264 .029
Position of jaw .877 .354 -.112

Width of inner lip .796 -.338 .296

Visible lower teeth .783 .115 .259

Height of outer lip .772 .601 -.033
Degree of lower lip
protrusion

-.767 .087 .346

Degree of lip corner
protrusion

-.696 .610 .217

Degree of upper lip
protrusion

-.291 .580 .573

Width of outer lip .204 -.877 .150

Visible upper teeth -.002 -.370 .678

Position of upper lip -.385 -.017 -.555

Table1. Component Matrix
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        The first factor generalizes the mouth openness of phonemes.
And the visual features contributing to this factor are the height of
inner lip, the position of jaw, the width of inner lip, the visible
lower teeth and the height of outer lip as the sequence of from
much to little. The last four features are highly correlated to the
height of inner lip, and increase with the increase of it. Therefore,
the first factor can be named as the factor of mouth openness.
         The second factor generalizes the degree of lip protrusion.
And the visual features contributing to the factor are the degree of
lip corner protrusion, the height of outer lip and the degree of
upper lip protrusion as the sequence of from much to little. The
last two features are highly correlated to the degree of lip corner
protrusion. The degree of upper lip protrusion, out of question,
increases with the increase of the degree of lip corner protrusion.
The height of outer lip increases with the increase of the degree of
lip corner protrusion when the mouth openness area is little
relatively. While the mouth openness area is bigger, and the height
of outer lip increases simultaneously. But this time, it is the factor
of mouth openness that contributes to distinguishing phonemes,
and though the degree of lip corner protrusion increases too, it
doesn’t play a leading role. So, although the height of outer lip
also contributes to the second factor, this factor should still be
named as the factor of lip protrusion.

The third factor generalized the visible upper teeth of
phonemes. It is named as the factor of visible upper teeth that
distinguish phoneme “f” from other phonemes that have the same
mouth openness as it.

2.2.3 Classify analysis
All phonemes in Standard Chinese can be classified into 46 groups
in detail according to the their own position in syllable. The above
factor analysis has extracted three principal factors. Then, 46
groups of phonemes can be hierarchically clustered using the three
factors.
       In the resulting dendrogram, we marked two positions where
the distance degree values equal to 8.5 and 4. 5. (See figure 3).
And we look on them as the boundary of visemes and viseme
variants on the basis of phonetics knowledge. Classifications in
these two degrees satisfy the needs of distinguishing visual speech.
These classifications accord with not only articulation phonetics
but also phonology of Standard Chinese.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Viseme system
As we all know, what determined the classification of visual
speech are the three factors of the mouth openness, the degree of
lip corner protrusion and the visible upper teeth. According to the
fact of Standard Chinese, the mouth openness can be divided into
five degrees from close to open, the degree of lip corner protrusion
can divided into two degrees, that is more protrusive and most
protrusive, and the visible upper teeth can also be divided two
class of upper teeth in evidence and not in evidence. The above
proves that eight visemes system in Standard Chinese is

reasonable

Figure 3. The dendrogram of hierarchical clustering

theoretically. Furthermore, because vowels and consonants have
evident differences in duration that can also affect visual speech
perception, it is wise to separate vowels and consonants when
concluding viseme system.
       Besides the above classification theoretically, we can also
concluded eight visemes system in Standard Chinese according
the two referential positions on the basis of hierarchically
clustering. The variants of visemes are obtained at the position
where the distance degree values equal to 4.5 in the dendrogram.
The relation among visemes, the variants of visemes and
phonemes is clarified in following table.



Visemse The variants of
visemes

Phonemes

b b b/p/m

d d d/t/n/g/ng
f ff

f(u) f(u)
z z z/c/s/zh/ch/sh/r/

j/q/x/k/h/l
i2 i2i
i i/e/i1

(f)u (f)u
~u ~u

u(ng) u(ng)
y y/u~/_u

u

u U
o o o/y(ng)
a a a/e(r)

Table2. The relations among visemes, the variants of visemes and
phonemes.

The distances among visemes can be represented by the following
figure.

Figure 4. The clustering of eight visemes

It is meaningful to descript the visemes using the three principal
features, because these data embody the practical differences
between visemes.

Mean (cm)
Visemes Height of

inner lip
Degree of
lip corner
protrusion

Visible
upper teeth

b 0.00 2.10 0.00
d 0.22 2.04 0.06
f 0.28 2.10 0.28
z 0.49 2.11 0.09
i 0.65 1.85 0.10
u 0.38 2.58 0.03
o 0.50 2.27 0.01
a 1.29 1.70 0.03

Tabe3. Description of visemes using 3 main features

3.2 Limitation
There are still some to need improving in our present study. For
example, if the results are applied into facial animation to speech,
the dynamic features should be added to obtain the movement
velocity of stationary features. In addition, if some perception
experiments are adopted to verify the results of viseme study, the
viseme system will be improved and can be better used into visual
speech synthesis and recognition. [5].

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the viseme system is concluded based on visual
speech database through statistics analysis. The findings of this
study show that the height of inner lip plays a leading role to
distinguish visual speech in Standard Chinese, and the degree of
lip corner protrusion and the visible upper teeth are in the next
place. Their importance should be taken into consideration fully in
the visual speech synthesize, which ensure synthesized face
controlled by parameters more natural and intelligible.
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